7. What are our priorities for next activities/steps?

6. Near term steps for your campus?

4. Wireless

3. Federation/trust building?

1. Biz case development - ROI

General Discussion

(The CAMP Med attendees were randomly divided into three groups, each of which designated a representative to report the results of their discussions.)

Scribe: Steve Olshansky, Internet2 Middleware Flywheel


Workshop: "AAMC"/
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Many Wireless Security Breaches Reported At Security Conference

Pasteur's Quadrant

Cyberinfrastructure (courtesy Ted Hanss, U. Michigan)

"How to recruit participants? Cast a wide net and be specific about expectations for participation."

Collaboration is still immature. True peers are difficult to find in interdisciplinary research. Where are the opportunities for truly new ideas?

"How to present things in clear enough way that upper mgmt and IT staff can get it? How to impress on them it's a different world."

"People don't appreciate cultural difference between "the university" and "the hospital." Same gap with professional practice corp.

"Hospital focus on patient safety/patient care. ROI can't be built on that basis. Also, need to be careful of overselling technology."

"M&A into risk averse piece)."

"Tufts:"

"Emory:"

"Webinars or similar? Sponsored by AAMC?"

"Architects workshop"

"Med environment poses significant scaling challenges"

"AMIA? AAMC bridge to them..."

"AAMC facilitate?"

"HIMSS - source to talk to?"

"Umbrella org under which this process could proceed?"

"Secure communications - e-mail etc.

"Sensitive data residing on a mobile device

"Accessing sensitive data from wireless device"

"Policy/governance model dev assistance

"Make the case to decision-makers so they arrive at the desired conclusions"

"Demonstrate that feds can work, and how they work"

"Culture and mission differences

"Advice, best practices, community guidance, peer support

"Plug-n-play MW infrastructure - need tools to explore these tools first hand in a test environment"

"Many orgs within med space, no obvious umbrella for this activity?"

"Low-hanging fruit - clueful members of your community

"Selling the ideas internally - centralized v. autonomous"

"Case studies from early adopters"

"Write case studies

"Highlight what is available

"Learn from others - wrt making these tools"